Abstract: Based on a single ion model, Hamiltonian of the simplest form about magnetocrystalline anisotropy for Tb 3+ ion was solved by using the numerical method. The relation between the stabilization energy, crystal field coefficient B 2 0 and the magnetic exchange interaction was studied as temperature approaches to 0 K.
Introduction
In the early 1970s, Greedan and Rao [ 1] had calculated the simplest Hamiltonian based on the magnetocrystalline anisotropy single ion model using the numerical method and presented the relation between the easy magnetizat ion direction ( the easy plane or the easy axis) of rare earth magnetic sublattice and the sign ( positive or negative) of crystal field coefficient B2 0 for RCo5( R= rare earth) and R2Co17 compounds. On these, the experimental facts of the easy magnetizat ion direction were interpreted for the compounds. Moreover, this method is suitable for other strong magnetization compounds under the allowable condit ion of ignoring all terms of crystal field coefficient except B2 0 O2 0 .
Large numbers of reports show that single ion model explains the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of 4-f ion in the rare earth compounds successfully [ 2 -4] . When the easy and hard magnet ization d-i rection along the axis or the plane, the stabil-i zation energy of R 3+ ion takes the maximum or the minimum of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy attributed by the R 3+ ion [ 1] . The main form of the Hamiltonian only contains the crystal field action and magnetic exchange interaction when employing single ion model to ca-l culate the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy of 4-f ion in rare earth transition -metal intermetallic compounds. The crystal f ield coefficient can be obtained from magnetization measure or calculation, but there is definite deviation. Magnetic exchange interact ion estimated by mo-l ecule field approximation also exists deviat ion about 30% [ 5 -7] . So it should be a significant research to identify the effect on the magnetocrystalline anisotropy by changing crystal field coefficient and magnetic exchange interaction. In this paper, adopting a single ion model, the simplest Hamiltonian of magnetocrystalline anisotropy of Tb 3+ ion was calculated by numerical method. The relation between the stabilization energy, the crystal field coefficient and magnetic exchange interaction was presented under the action of various crystal f ield and molecule field.
Hamiltonian acting on the ground -state wave function of rare earth ion can be written as fol-l ws:
The first term of Eq. ( 1) is the generalized formulation of crysta-l f ield interaction and the second represents the interact ion of the rare earth magnetic moment with the exchange field. For the firs-t grade approximation, Hamiltonian can be expressed in the simple form:
the Stevens equivalent operator [ 8 -9] , H ex represents intensity of exchange field acting on the rare earth sublattice. J , Jx , Jz are total angular momentum and its component of R 3+ ion respectively, and H is the angle between H ex and the c-axis.
For Tb 3+ ion, J = 6, select values of B 2 0 and G , then act Eq. ( 2) on the ground -state wave funct ion of Tb 3+ ion and adopt numerical method, thirteen splitting values Ei ( H) ( i = 1, 2, 3, , ,, 13) can be obtained. According to the free energy expression given by Helmholtz, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy of Tb 3+ ion is:
3. Results and discussion 
Conclusions
As temperature approaches to 0 K, for weak magnetic substances, the variety of stab-i lizat ion energy of Tb 3+ ion with crystal f ield co- and insensitive to the change of magnet ic exchange interaction.
